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Unless you’ve been living in your parent’s 

basement, and your parent’s basement is located 

under a rock on the outskirts of Karachi, you’ve no 

doubt heard about the importance of SEO, or 

Search Engine Optimization, in building an online 

presence. 

Getting ranked well in the search engines isn’t rocket science, but it does take knowledge and 

application of that knowledge. To help you increase your online visibility, we’ve chosen 5 SEO 

tips that will increase your Google (and other search engine) rankings: 

1] Keyword Rich Title Tags. This has been one of the most important on page factors for 

years, and yet some people still aren’t listening. Listen. Google loves, ne, adores relevance, and 

nothing says your article or blog post is relevant more than a keyword rich title tag. The key is to 

have a title that pleases your readers as much as Googlebot. Get the longtail keyword phrase in 

there, and make your title compelling and clickable. 

2] Proper Internal Anchor Text.  There’s no point in even having a keyword strategy if your 

site’s internal links aren’t going to support it. If you have a page you’re trying to rank for the 

phrase “golden xylophones” then it makes no sense to have a link from all 100 pages of your 

site point to that page using the phrase “cheap used instruments.” It just makes no sense. 

Change your internal links so you have 100 anchor text links using the phrase “golden 

xylophones.” 

3] Backlinks. We get it. They’re important. Here’s a not-often used backlinking strategy that 

is not only powerful, but one you may not have considered before. Donate to a charitable 

organization. Not only is this really good PR for your business, it can get you a backlink from a 



very well-loved authority site. This one link not only brings you good business karma, it equals 

perhaps 10 so-so links.  

4] Comment Capitalization. We can’t take credit for this one, we actually had an A-ha 

moment some time ago when reading the SEOmoz blog (which we recommend you do 

frequently). They call it ‘capitalization on your comments.’ Let’s say you have a blog, and it’s 

gaining some momentum in the search engines, and more and more people are finding you and 

reading you and leaving comments after your blog posts. Instead of just having the box that 

pops up after a person’s left a comment saying ‘thanks!’, capitalize on that and say thank you, 

but also ask them to click on the Facebook button that asks others to read your post. This will 

catch them in an already generous spirit and you’ll build a plethora of juicy links this way. 

5] Speed. Site speed is a ‘usability metric’ according to Google, and they do factor it in 

when ranking your site. Now, is it the number one factor on the list of 200 possible factors 

Google takes into account? As of yet, no, according to Matt Cutts. But it is a factor and one that 

shouldn’t be taken lightly. Not only do you want your site to be fast so your users have a positive 

experience, you want to have every advantage over your competition. If you and another site 

are neck-in-neck in the rankings race, perhaps it will come down to whose site is faster. 

To get your site up to speed, here are a couple of things you can do:  

 Get rid of any flash animations. You may think they look cool, but they’re deadly – get rid of 

them. They will slow your load time way down. 

 Also, if you’re keen on the Wordpress platform, an easy thing you can do is install a cache 

plugin. In short, these plugins turn all of your fancy pages into plain HTML, so when a visitor 

comes to your site they are served up the plain HTML instead of interacting with your PHP 

database files, which can take a significantly longer time to load. 

And there you have them - 5 SEO Tips That Will Increase Your Google Rankings. Now go, apply this 

knowledge and climb the ranks into stardom. And don’t say we never gave you anything. 

 


